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The Schaffner Group has concluded a major distribution agreement with Premier Farnell plc

of the UK. Under the agreement Farnell is adding Schaffner EMC components to the

comprehensive range of products it sells around the world by catalogue. The Schaffner

Group will support Farnell’s sales organization with technical advice delivered locally in key

markets.

The collaboration enables both sides to strengthen their market position. The Schaffner Group

will be able to extend the range of its marketing activities, thus reaching additional customers,

while Farnell will benefit by including the leading brand in the field of EMC components in its

offerings. Alex Oechslin, Group CEO and Chairman of the Board, describes the cooperation

with Farnell as another important step in the expansion of the Schaffner Group. «It’s the

latest example of Schaffner’s recognition by a growing number of international corporations

as the specialist for EMC.»

Premier Farnell, Wetherby, is one of the world’s largest catalogue distributors of electronic

and industrial products. The company is active in more than 20 countries and enjoys a

particularly strong market position in the USA and the UK. Farnell’s 1999 sales came to GBP

705 million (www.farnell.com).
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Short profile
The Schaffner Group is the world’s leading provider of products and services in the area of

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), which is becoming more and more important with the

ever rising potential for electromagnetic interference (EMI). Schaffner offers EMC components
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for the protection of electronic devices and systems as well as their environment against

electromagnetic interference, laboratory instruments for the simulation and measurement of

electromagnetic interference as well as a variety of EMC services. Schaffner also produces

sophisticated automatic test equipment for applications in power electronics. Schaffner

products and services are used by several thousand client firms and specialized test

laboratories across a large number of industries. In the 1998/99 business year the Schaffner

Group recorded sales of CHF 150.7 million and employed some 1240 people. The shares of

Schaffner Holding AG have been trading on the Swiss Exchange since June 1998.

For any questions in connection with this press release please contact: Alex Oechslin, CEO

and Chairman of the Board of Directors, phone +41 32 681 66 26.
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